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l Introduction. An esthetic problem remaining in the foundations
of Riemannian geometry is this. To each Riemannian metric on a mani-
fold one associates a connection on its bundle of bases. This connection
is uniquely characterized by its having zero torsion and its parallel
translation preserving the metric. By very definition at each tangent
space of the bundle the connection assigns a complement to the vertical.
Yet the various existence proofs of the Riemannian connection are com-
putational and do not exhibit this complementary space (the horizontal
space) directly. The problem is how can one do so directly from the
metric, given (say) by the reduction of the bundle to the bundle of
frames.

Under rather special circumstances, we exhibit a geometric and co-
ordinate free construction of a connection in §2. This includes the class
of complex analytic bundles and gives a geometric construction of a
connection of type (1, 0) with curvature of type (1, 1), useful in algebraic
geometry (§4). See [2] and [5]. For the case of complex vector bundles
Nakano computes this connection in terms of coordinates [6]. For Kahler
manifolds it turns out (§2) that this connection is the Riemannian con-
nection restricted to the unitary subbundle. Hence we obtain a solution
to the problem posed in the preceding paragraph for Kahler manifolds.

We assume the reader is familiar with the bundle approach to con-
nections, say as in [1]. We use the notation of that paper.

2 The connection* Let SB = (B, M, G, G, π, Φ) be a principal bundle.
Throughout this discussion we shall suppose that G is the complexifica-
tion of a compact1 group K (such is the case for example if G is complex
semisimple) and that B is an almost complex manifold. If beB, let Jb

denote the linear transformation on Bb (the tangent space of B at b)
giving the almost complex structure on B, so that J\ - — /. We assume
the following two conditions on this almost complex structure:

(i) the structure is invariant under right translation by G, that is
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1 The results of this paper are valid whenever the Lie algebra g of G is the com-
plexification of the Lie algebra f of K. The compactness of K is assumed only to guar-
antee that the reduction to K is possible.
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(ii) Jh leaves the vertical subspace Vb = TΓ'^O) of Bb invariant and
therefore Jb restricted to Vb induces an almost complex structure on the
fibre containing 6. This almost complex structure should agree with the
two sided invariant complex structure of G, when the fibre is identified
with G.

One knows [7] that the structural group of S3 can be reduced to
the maximal compact subgroup K of G. This fact implies the existence
of a submanif old Bk of B passing through a fixed point b e B> where
Bk is the underlying space of a subbundle S3fc = (Bk, M, K, K, π, Φf) of
S3. The main observation is this

THEOREM. For every reduction of 33 to a subbundle 33fc, there ex-
ists a unique connection H on S3 satisfying the two conditions:

(a) If ce B, JC(HC) = Hc, that is, the connection H is invariant
under the almost complex structure.

(β) If ceBk, Hc(z(Bk)c, the subspace of Bc tangent to Bk. This
condition is equivalent to the statement that H restricted to Bk is a
connection on the bundle S3fc.

Proof. Since G is the complexification of K, its Lie algebra g is
the complexification of the subalgebra f, the Lie algebra of K. Let c
be a point of Bk, and identify the fibre containing c with G, so that c
becomes the identity of G. Then Vc is identified with g and under this
identification Vc Π (Bk) becomes ί. Since g = ϊ φ τ/^ϊt» a n d since (ii)
holds, we have Vc = V f) {Bk)c(&Jc(Vcf){Bk)). To simplify the notation,
let W=(Bk) and W = Jc((Bk)), so that Fc°= Vcf)W®VcnW because

Ja(Ve) = V C . C

We define the horizontal space of our connection, Hc, to be W Γ) Wf.
We must show that Hc is a linear complement to Vc in Bc. VCC\HC —

Fcnτ^n w = (VcnW)n(V0nwr) = o because 7C= venwφvenw.
This shows that HG is a complement to Vc. To show that it is a full
complement, we need only check that the dimension of Hc equals the
dimension of M. Let dim (M) = m. Let dim (K) = n, so that the real
dim (G) = 2n, dim (B) = 2n + m, and dim W = dim W = dim Bk = n+m.
Since dim (W) + dim (W) = dim (W Π W) + dim (W U T7r), to prove
dim (Hc) = m it suffices to show that dim (TFu TΓ') = 2w + m. In fact,
we show that PF U ΐ^ ' = Bc. If ί e J5C, then gw 6 W 3 π(w) = π(ί) for
Bfc is a bundle over M. Since τr(^ — ί) = 0, w — t •=• veVc and there-
fore w = ί + v e l f u Vc; that is

w.

As c varies over Bk, the choice ίΓc gives a connection on S3fc. For
Hcd W and we have already shown that Hΰ is a full complement to Vc
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in Bc and hence to Vc Π W (the vertical subspace of S3fc) in W. More-
over Hc is invariant under right translation by k e K by (i), that is

- Hck.

Finally, because the Jc are chosen "smoothly" as c varies over B, one
can show the Hc give a ' 'smooth'' choice.

It is easy to see that this connection on S3fc can be extended
uniquely to a connection on S3 by the use of right translation. Since
Jc(Hc)cHc if ceS3fc and since (i) holds, condition (a) is satisfied also on
S3. (β) is satisfied because of the way the connection was constructed.

In order to prove the uniqueness of the connection, suppose Hr is
a connection on S3 satisfying (a) and (β). If ceBkJ (β) implies that
H'ca W, and therefore J(H'e)c:J(W)= W. But (a) implies that J{H'C) = H'C
so that H'ccWn W = He. Since dim (H'c) = m = dim (J5ΓC), JΪJ = iί c.
Thus the connection ί ί ' restricted to S3fc equals ϋ" restricted to Bk. Since
the extension to 93 is unique, Hf — H.

3. An example. Let M be a complex analytic manifold of complex
dimension r and let S3 be the bundle of complex bases over M, so that
B — (p; elf , en) where pe M and e19 , en is a complex basis of M .̂
In this case, S3 is a principal bundle with structural group G the com-
plex linear group. G is the complexification of the unitary group K.
B is a complex analytic manifold. A complex coordinate neighborhood
U(ε) of the point (p; e19 •• ,er) is obtained by first choosing complex
coordinates zlf * ,zr about p; then

and (g,/!, ---,fr)eU(e) if |^(g) | < ε and \bu - au\ < e where

The coordinates of points in J7(ε) are z19 2r, z%i where zt (q9flf °"ffi) —
zt(q) and Zij(q9f19 * ,/ r) = ^ίj- It is easy to check that the operation
of G on B preserves the complex structure of B so that (i) is true.
Moreover the ̂ /s restricted to a fiber give the complex structure of G,
i.e., (ii) also holds. The reduction of G to the unitary group K is equiva-
lent to making M into a Hermitian space [7]; in this case Bk — {p9Qi9 , er)
where et9 — ,er are complex orthonormal relative to the hermitian inner
product o n l j , ,

The example just described is the one that arises naturally in the
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study of complex manifolds. The reduction of the bundle of complex
bases to the unitary group gives rise to a connection usually described
in terms of a coordinate system. For example, see [6]. That this con-
nection is the same as the one in §2 can be seen by checking that (a)
and (β) hold and using the uniqueness result.

If M is a hermitian manifold, the real part of the hermitian inner
product on Mp makes M into a Riemannian manifold. We have the fol-
lowing bundles over M: S31, the principal bundle of all real bases with
G1 the real linear group in 2r dimensions as structural group; B2, the
principal subbundle of orthogonal bases with G2 the real orthogonal group
as structural group; B3, the principal bundle of complex bases with G3

the complex linear group in r dimensions as structural group; and B4

the principal bundle of complex orthogonal bases with G4, the unitary
group as structural group. The mapping

(flf '->fr)-+ (fi, m--,fr,ifl m-, ifr)

maps the set of complex bases of a vector space into the set of real
bases. Consequently, we can think of B3 as a subbundle of B1 and
B3f]B2-^ B\

Let ωj be the complex valued 1-form on B3 which assigns to
te2?(TOf/i...f/?0 the jth component of π(t) relative to the complex basis
/i / r at Mm. Then ωό{Jh{t)) = iω3{t) so that ω} is of type (1, 0). In
fact, since B3 is complex analytic, locally ω3 = S = Ujkdzte with Uj]c

holomorphic functions so that dωό is of type (2, 0). Let ωjίc be the
complex valued 2-forms which our connection gives rise to. Condition
(a) insures that ωJIC is also of type (1,0) so that the torsion form
dωό — Σα>fc Λ o)kj is of type (2, 0). Condition (β) tells us that on S34 ωkj =
— ώj1c, for our connection restricted to S34 is a connection on 23\ Con-
sequently [3], the vanishing of the torsion of our connection is equiva-
lent to the Kahler condition on the Hermitian metric. The extension of
our connection to S32 will then also have zero torsion and must therefore
be the Riemannian connection. We have proved the following.

COROLLARY. If M is a Kahler manifold, then the Riemannian
connection can be restricted to the bundle of complex bases and there
coincides with the connection constructed in §2.

4, The curvature. We return to the general case. Let ω denote
the one form with values in g associated with the connection H on 33
and let A be the curvature form.

THEOREM. If B is a complex manifold, then for any tangent vectors
s and t at be B, Λ{s, t) — Λ{Jh(s), Jh{t)).
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Proof. Let ξ)6 denote the projection of Bb on the horizontal space

Hb. Then we know [1] that A(s, t) = dω($bs, $bt). Let s and t denote

horizontal vector fields on B for which s(b) = ξ)δ(s) and t(b) = Φ6(ί).

Since s and £ are horizontal, so are J(s) and J(ί). Since B is a com-

plex manifold [Js, Jt] - [s,t] = /{[Js, ΐ] + [5, Jt]}. See [4] for ex-

ample. Finally, since Jb leaves vertical and horizontal spaces of Bb

invariant, Jδξ>δ = ξ>δJδ. We can now compute:

A(Jb(8), Jb{t)) - A(s, t) =

= dω(Jδ£>δ(s), Λ§6(ί)) - dω($b(8),

= dω(Jsψ), Jt(b)) - dω(5(6), t(6))

+ ω([8, tl) - s(ω(t))\b + t(ω(s))l

Since α) annihilates horizontal vectors, this last expression equals

- \ω(\j8, Jt\ - p, 4) = -±ω(J{[Js, tl + p, Jt]b}) .

However, for any tangent vector u,

ω(Ju) = ω(φδJu + (/ -

But condition (α) implies that this last term equals iω((I — ξ>&)tt) = ίω(u).
We conclude, therefore, that

(A) J(Jδ(s), J,(i)) - A(8, t) = —lί{ω([Js , t] 6 + [s, J 4 ) } .

Suppose that b e Bk. Since §, ί, J s , and Jt are horizontal, they are
tangent to J5fc at points of Bk. Therefore, [Js, ΐ]b and [s, J ί ] δ are also
tangent to Bk. As a consequence of condition (β) the range of ω re-
stricted to (Bk)b is f. Hence the right side of equation (A) lies in it.
On the other hand, since b e Bk, J(s, t) = J(§δ(s), φδ(ί)) 6 ϊ; similarly,
A(Jb(s), Jb{t)) e ϊ. Therefore the left side of equation (A) lies in f. But
I πif = 0 so that both sides of (A) are zero.

Thus we have proved the desired formula for be Bk. Since A is
equi-invariant under right translation by g e G and since any c e B is of
the form bg for some g e G, the formula holds throughout B.

Since ω(Jbu) — ίω(u), w is a connection of type (1, 0). Also

A(Jhs, t) + A{s, Jbt) = A(Jbs, t) + A(Jbs, Jit)

= A(Jbs, t) - A(Jbs, 0 = 0

so that the curvature form is of type (1, 1).
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